Flex-Hose Co., Inc.

Tri-Flex Loop®
Hanger Assembly Kit
and Accessories

Listed • Color Coded • Pre-stretched • Breakstrength Certified

Simple & Reliable.
Tri-Flex Loop
Hanger Assembly Kit and Accessories...

It's Simple and Reliable.
Safety and performance has always been the heart of our products design. The UL Listed Tri-Flex Loop Hanger Assembly Kit saves valuable time on Tri-Flex Loop installation, making it easy to support and hang the revolutionary Tri-Flex Loop.

The UL Listed Seismic Wire Rope/Cable™ used in our hanger assemblies conform to the requirements of the ASCE (American Society of Civil Engineers) guidelines for structural applications of wire rope, in that the cable is pre-stretched and the permanent end fittings maintain the breakstrength of the cable with a safety factor of two.
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The UL Listed Seismic Wire Rope/Cable™ used in our hanger assemblies conform to the requirements of the ASCE (American Society of Civil Engineers) guidelines for structured applications of wire rope, in that the cable is pre-stretched and the permanent end fittings maintain the breakstrength of the cable with a safety factor of two.

**Tri-Flex Loop Red Cable Kit**

For installation of Tri-Flex Loops up to 8” diameter

- Use **RED CABLE** kit for installing all Tri-Flex Loops up to 8” in diameter.
- Contents of kit:
  - 2 URC (universal restraint) clips for attaching to structure
  - 4 zinc-plated copper oval sleeves
  - 2 red cables, 13 ft. long
- Also needed:
  - #C7 Felco cable cutter
  - #1-3SBHS crimping tool
  (Tools available separately and not provided in kit)

**Tri-Flex Loop Blue Cable Kit**

For installation of Tri-Flex Loops up to 10” and 12” diameter

- Use **BLUE CABLE** kit for installing all Tri-Flex Loops of 10” and 12” in diameter.
- Contents of kit:
  - 2 URC (universal restraint) clips for attaching to structure
  - 4 zinc-plated copper oval sleeves
  - 2 blue cables, 13 ft. long
- Also needed:
  - #C9 Felco cable cutter
  - #1-3SBHS crimping tool
  (Tools available separately and not provided in kit)